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Abstract. This paper extends Post’s programme to ﬁnite levels of the
Ershov hierarchy of ∆2 sets. Our initial characterisation, in the spirit of
Post [27], of the degrees of the immune and hyperimmune n-enumerable
sets leads to a number of results setting other immunity properties in the
context of the Turing and wtt-degrees derived from the Ershov hierarchy.
For instance, we show that any n-enumerable hyperhyperimmune set
must be co-enumerable, for each n ≥ 2. The situation with regard to
the wtt-degrees is particularly interesting, as demonstrated by a range
of results concerning the wtt-predecessors of hypersimple sets.
Finally, we give a number of results directed at characterising basic
classes of n-enumerable degrees in terms of natural information content.
For example, a 2-enumerable degree contains a 2-enumerable dense immune set iﬀ it contains a 2-enumerable r-cohesive set iﬀ it bounds a
high enumerable set. This result is extended to a characterisation of
n-enumerable degrees which bound high enumerable degrees. Furthermore, a characterisation for n-enumerable degrees bounding only low2
enumerable degrees is given.

1. Introduction
Post’s 1944 paper [27] initiated the investigation of the Turing degrees of
enumerable sets1, and more generally, that of the relationship between natural information content and its Turing deﬁnability. His immediate goal
was to show the existence of Turing degrees of enumerable sets intermediate
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That is, of computably enumerable (c.e.) or recursively enumerable (r.e.) sets. The
terminology and notation adopted here is a compromise between the individual authors
of this paper, who variously follow the preferences of the textbooks written by Cooper
[9], Cutland [10], Odifreddi [25] and Soare [31]. In particular we write ‘enumerable’ to
refer to ‘recursively enumerable’ (r.e.) or ‘computably enumerable’ (c.e.) in accordance
with a number of papers in the literature [13, 17, 20, 21, 32]. In this line of notation we
write ‘n-enumerable’ for the symmetric diﬀerence of n enumerable sets which is known as
‘n-r.e.’, ‘n-c.e.’ or ‘Σ−1
n ’.
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between those of the empty set and the halting problem. In order to obtain his goal, he ﬁrst deﬁned simple, hypersimple and hyperhypersimple sets
and later showed that they are incomplete for certain strong reducibilities.
This approach did not carry over to Turing degrees. For example, hyperhypersimplicity always entails high Turing degree — hence leading to the
upper and not the lower end of the hierarchy of enumerable Turing degrees.
Nevertheless, many connections have been found between wtt-degrees and
Turing degrees on one hand and structural properties like being simple on
the other hand. In the present article, we investigate to what extent similar
properties can be established for sets in Ershov’s diﬀerence hierarchy.

2. The degrees of immune and hyperimmune n-enumerable sets
We ﬁrst generalise the main results of [1] and give more concise proofs for
these results.
Theorem 1. If A is n-enumerable, Turing incomputable and n even then
there are an n-enumerable immune set B ≡wtt A and an n-enumerable
hyperimmune set C ≡T A.
Proof. Since n > 1 and A is Turing incomputable n-enumerable, there is
a Turing incomputable and enumerable set E which is many-one reducible
and thus wtt-reducible to A. Let
#E (x) be the number of elements of E up to x;
cE (x) be the time needed to enumerate all elements of E up to x.
Using these, deﬁne
B = {(x, #E (x)) : x ∈ A} and
C = {(x, cE (x)) : x ∈ A}.
Clearly B ≤wtt A and C ≤T A. Furthermore,
• A ≤tt B since x ∈ A ⇔ ∃y ≤ x + 1 [(x, y) ∈ B] and
• A ≤T C since x ∈ A ⇔ ∃y ≤ z [(x, y) ∈ C], where z is the second
half of the ﬁrst pair (u, z) found with u > x ∧ (u, z) ∈ C.
Note that the search for (u, z) is successful since A is Turing incomputable
and inﬁnite.
Let F be an inﬁnite subset of B. Then one can compute E from F : One
can search for any given x for the ﬁrst pair (y, #E (y)) ∈ F and afterwards
enumerate the #E (y) elements in E up to y. If x appears amongst these
elements then x ∈ E; else x ∈
/ E. Therefore E is Turing reducible to F and
F is not Turing computable. Thus B is immune.
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Now assume that Dg(0) , Dg(1) , . . . is a sequence of disjoint ﬁnite sets each
intersecting C. One can now construct the following function h which Turingreduces to g:
h(0) = the maximal w such that (v, w) ∈ Dg(0) for some v;
h(n + 1) = the maximal w such that (v, w) ∈ Dg(m) for some v,
where m is the ﬁrst number such that Dg(m) does not
intersect the rectangle {(x, y) : x ≤ n ∧ y ≤ h(n)}.
It is easy to see that h majorizes cE . Thus one can compute E relative to
h and relative to g. So g is not a Turing computable function and C is
hyperimmune.

Theorem 2. If A is n-enumerable with n odd, then there is an n-enumerable
co-immune set B ≡wtt A and an n-enumerable co-hyperimmune set C ≡T A.
Proof. For the ﬁrst part, note that there is a simple but not hypersimple
set E which is wtt-reducible to A. There is a Turing computable function
g deﬁning a strong array Dg(0) , Dg(1) , . . . of disjoint sets such that Dg(x)
intersects the complement E of E for every x and every Dg(x) ⊆ {x, x +
1, x + 2, . . .}. Now let B be the union of E and all Dg(x) with x ∈ A. Then
B is again n-enumerable and co-immune. Then A ≤wtt B since x ∈ A ⇔
Dg(x) ⊆ B. Furthermore, B ≤wtt A since
x ∈ B ⇔ x ∈ E, or there is a y ≤ x with x ∈ Dg(y) and y ∈ A.
This concludes the part of the proof referring to B.
For the construction of C, note that there is an F Turing equivalent
to E such that F is hypersimple and the complement {c0 , c1 , ...} of F is
retraceable via a Turing computable function g, that is, g(cx+1 ) = cx (by
Dekker and Yates — see [25, Sections III.3 and III.4]). Now let C = F ∪{cx :
x ∈ A}. The set C is n-enumerable and co-hyperimmune, as it is a superset
of a hypersimple set.

3. Hyperhyperimmunity and the Ershov Hierarchy
The purpose of this section is to show that hyperhyperimmunity in the
ﬁnite levels of the diﬀerence hierarchy reduces to hyperhyperimmunity in
the co-enumerable sets. This rules out any possibility of a straightforward
extension of Martin’s [23] characterisation of the high enumerable degrees
in terms of appropriately complemented cohesive sets to higher levels of
the Ershov hierarchy. We note that the situation for cohesiveness is more
straightforward (easier proof) while for strong hyperhyperimmunity the difﬁculty is the same as for hyperhyperimmunity (which is what we deal with
below). This is not surprising as by [6] any ∆02 set is hyperhyperimmune if
and only if it is strongly hyperhyperimmune. We start with the following
iterated version of Owings Splitting Theorem.
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Theorem 3. Suppose that A, D are enumerable sets such that A ∪ D is not
enumerable. Then there are uniform sequences of enumerable sets (Ee ), (Fe )
such that
(1) Ee ∪ D, Fe ∪ D are not enumerable.
(2) for all n, A = (∪i<n Ei ) ∪ Fn
(3) Ei are pairwise disjoint and for all n, i < n, Fn ∩ Ei = ∅.
Proof. The Owings Splitting Theorem [26] says that given eﬀective enumerations of A, D we can uniformly deﬁne eﬀective enumerations of C0 , C1
such that A = C0 ∪ C1 , C0 ∩ C1 = ∅ and Ci ∪ D are not enumerable. Our
claim follows by iterating this procedure: since C1 ∪ D is not enumerable we
can apply the Owings procedure to get two disjoint enumerable sets C10 , C11
such that C1 = C10 ∪ C11 and C10 ∪ D, C11 ∪ D are not enumerable; we
continue with C11 and so on (see Figure 1).
A
C0

C1
C10

C11
C110

C111

Figure 1: Iterating the Owings Splitting Theorem.
Deﬁne F0 = A and for all k ∈ N,
Ek = C1k 0
Fk = C1k
It is clear that these enumerable sets have been obtained uniformly and so
the sequences (Ek ), (Fk ) are uniform sequences of enumerable sets. Moreover
they have the properties (1) – (3) above since they have been obtained via
Owings splittings as described previously.

Theorem 4. If A is 2-enumerable and hyperhyperimmune then A is coenumerable.
Proof. Fix a 2-enumerable approximation of A and consider the set PA of
the numbers that have appeared in A at some stage of its approximation.
Also, let DA be the set of numbers in PA which do not belong to A (i.e.
those which have entered and later been removed from A, see Figure 2). Note
that both PA and DA are enumerable (the latter because once a number is
extracted from A it cannot enter again).
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Figure 2: Approximation of a 2-enumerable set A
It is enough to show that if A is not co-enumerable then there is a uniform sequence of ﬁnite pairwise disjoint enumerable sets such that each of
its members intersects A. If A is not co-enumerable, PA ∪ DA cannot be
enumerable. Now apply Theorem 3 and get a uniform sequence of pairwise
disjoint sets (Ei ), subsets of PA , such that Ei ∪ DA is not enumerable for
any i. In particular, Ei ⊆ DA and so Ei ∩ A = ∅ for all i. But Ei are inﬁnite,
so deﬁne:

Êi [s − 1], if Êi [s − 1] ∩ A[s] = ∅;
(1)
Êi [s] =
otherwise
Ei [s],
where [s] denotes the state of an object at the end of stage s (the enumeration
is based on that of A and (Ei )). Since Ei ∩ A = ∅, each Êi will be ﬁnite and

Êi ∩ A = ∅ for all i.
This can now be extended to higher levels of the diﬀerence hierarchy.
Theorem 5. If A is n-enumerable and hyperhyperimmune then A is coenumerable.
Proof. Suppose n > 2 and A is n-enumerable and not i-enumerable for any
i < n. By induction (and the previous theorem) we may assume that the
claim holds for all i < n. It is enough to show that A is not hyperhyperimmune. Suppose that it is for the sake of a contradiction. Consider an
n-enumerable approximation to A and the set TA of numbers that enter A
n
n
n
2 times ( 2 is the least integer m with m ≥ 2 ). Note that during the
approximation any number can enter A at most n2 times.
Now for n odd we immediately get a contradiction since (as a properly
n-enumerable set) A contains an inﬁnite enumerable set and so cannot be
hyperhyperimmune. If n is even, A ∩ TA is inﬁnite (as A is properly nenumerable), 2-enumerable and hyperhyperimmune (as an inﬁnite subset of
a hyperhyperimmune set). By inductive hypothesis A ∩ TA is co-enumerable
and so A is (n − 2)-enumerable. Indeed, for an approximation with at
most n − 2 mind changes, run an enumeration of A ∪ TA and of the nenumerable approximation of A with the following modiﬁcation: when a
number is already subject to n − 3 mind changes (and so is currently valued
1) we only change it to 0 if
• our n-enumerable approximation requires it and
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• the number has appeared in A ∪ TA
(and after that this number does not change anymore). This is an (n − 2)enumerable approximation. It is not hard to see that the set we obtain is A.
This gives a contradiction since we assumed that A is not (n − 2)-enumerable.

Corollary 6. If A is n-enumerable and cohesive then A is co-enumerable.
4. Hypersimple weak truth table degrees
Although Post [27] completely characterised the Turing degrees of simple
and hypersimple sets, Theorems 1 and 2 above still leave some basic gaps
in our knowledge of the wtt-degrees of such sets.
A few facts about hypersimple sets in the wtt degrees can be found at
[2, 3, 4, 12]. In particular, every hypersimple wtt degree is noncuppable in
the enumerable wtt degrees [12]. Also, the enumerable hypersimple-free wtt
degrees are dense in the enumerable wtt degrees [4]. It follows that hypersimple wtt degrees are not the only noncuppable enumerable wtt degrees. In
[3] (a published version of the last chapter of [2]) other facts (e.g. existence
of many hypersimple free upper cones in the enumerable wtt degrees) are
shown and some connections with cuts of computable linear orderings of N
(of type ω + ω ∗ ) are established. Recall that a ∆02 set A is called superlow if
A ≤wtt ∅ (which is equivalent to A ≤tt ∅ ). Bickford and Mills [5] (also see
[24]) show that there are two superlow enumerable sets which join to a set
Turing above the complete set but no superlow enumerable set is cuppable
in the wtt enumerable degrees. Corollary 8 can be seen as a stronger version
of the latter statement because of Theorem 11. In other words there is a
noncuppable enumerable wtt degree which is not bounded by any hypersimple wtt degree. The next result gives some suﬃcient criterion (without any
well-established name) for an enumerable set to be wtt-reducible to a hypersimple set. This criterion is quite general, as Ishmukhametov [15] showed
that every enumerable set which has a strong minimal cover satisﬁes this
criterion. It also generalises several of the known traceability-constraints
investigated by various authors. Some low2 but not all low sets satisfy this
criterion.
Theorem 7. Assume that A is enumerable and satisﬁes that for every function u ≤T A there exist computable functions f, g such that u(x) ∈ Wg(x)
and |Wg(x) | ≤ f (x) for all x. Then there is a hypersimple set B with
A ≤wtt B ≤T A.
Proof. Let As be the set of elements enumerated into A within s stages.
Furthermore, for input x let
cA (x) = min{s > x : ∀y ≤ x (As (y) = A(y))};
u(x) = cA (cA (x)).
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By assumption, there are increasing computable functions f, g such that
u(x) ∈ Wg(x) for all x ∈ A and |Wg(x) | < f (x) for all x. Note that one can
approximate u(x) from below for all x, thus one can assume that u(x) =
max(Wg(x) ) for all x.
Let I0 , I1 , I2 , . . . be a partition of the natural numbers into intervals where
the length of Ix is f (x).
One deﬁnes an enumerable set B being the domain of ψ. Given x, let y
be the index of the interval with x ∈ Iy . Now x ∈ B if one of the following
two cases applies; ψ(x) is chosen according to that of the two cases which is
found ﬁrst to apply; ψ(x) is undeﬁned if none of the cases applies:
(a) There are m, s, z with m ≤ z < y ≤ s, m ∈ As+1 − As and Iz ⊆ Bs :
then Iy ⊆ Bs+1 and ψ(x) = s;
(b) |Wg(y) | > x − min(Iy ): then ψ(x) is the (x − min(Iy ) + 1)-st element
enumerated into Wg(y) .
Now the wtt-reduction from A to B is that x ∈ A iﬀ x ∈ As for s being the
maximum of ψ on I0 ∪I1 ∪. . .∪Ix . Note that this maximum can be computed
by the wtt-reduction as the domain B on these intervals is provided.
To see that this is correct, take any value x. Let n be the largest stage such
that some of the intervals I0 , I1 , . . . , Ix was enumerated into B according
case (a) and let z be the parameter used in this stage — more precisely, the
least possible value this parameter can take. Then Iz is never enumerated
according to condition (a) and ψ is deﬁned on Iz according to case (b). So
ψ(a) = cA (cA (z)) for some a ∈ B ∩ Iz .
If n ≥ x then cA (cA (z)) ≥ cA (n) ≥ cA (x) and s ≥ cA (cA (z)) ≥ cA (x). If
n < x then Ix is never enumerated into B according to case (a) and some
a ∈ B ∩ Ix takes the value cA (cA (x)). Hence again s ≥ cA (x). In both cases,
x ∈ A iﬀ x ∈ As .
For proving the reverse reduction B ≤T A, note that given any interval
Iy and x ∈ Iy , one can ﬁnd using A as an oracle the last stage n in which
some of the intervals I0 , I1 , . . . , Iy is enumerated into B according to case
(a). If Iy ⊆ Bn+1 then B(x) = 1. Otherwise, note that the function u is
approximable from below as
u(y) = max{cA0 (cA0 (y)), cA1 (c10 (y)), cA2 (cA2 (y)), . . .}.
Without loss of generality, Wg(y) is deﬁned such that u(y) is the last member
enumerated into Wg(y) . As u ≤T A, one can get the whole list of Wg(y)
using the oracle A and determine the last stage s where B is adjusted on
Iy in order to get a new element of Wg(y) be into the range of ψ. Then
x ∈ B ⇔ x ∈ Bs+1 . Hence B ≤T A.
Assume now by way of contradiction that B is not hypersimple. Then
there is a computable function h such that for every n there is an m with n ≤
m < h(n) and Im ⊆ B. As a consequence, there are two such intervals with
an index between n and h(h(n)). If now m ∈ As+1 − As then h(h(m)) > s
because there is at most one number z with m ≤ z ≤ s such that Iz ⊆ Bs+1
due to the way the enumeration of B is deﬁned in case (a) and between m
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and h(h(m)) − 1 there are two indices of such intervals. Thus m ∈ A ⇔ m ∈
Ah(h(m)) in contradiction to the fact that A is Turing incomputable. So B
is hypersimple.

It is easy to see that if an enumerable set superlow then it satisﬁes the
condition of Theorem 7. So we get the following corollary which can be
seen as a stronger version of the Bickford and Mills result that no superlow enumerable set is cuppable in the enumerable wtt degrees, as discussed
above.
Corollary 8. Every superlow enumerable set is wtt-reducible to a hypersimple set.
Moreover Theorem 7 can be adapted to the following more general version.
Corollary 9. If A is as in Theorem 7 and D ≤T A then D is wtt-reducible
to a hypersimple set.
Proof. Given A as in Theorem 7 and D ≤T A, there is a Turing reduction
and a bound d Turing reducible to A which can be approximated from below
such that the computation of D(x) needs less than d(x) steps and does not
query any y ≥ d(x). Without loss of generality, x ≤ d(x) ≤ d(x + 1) for
all x.
The construction of B in the proof of Theorem 7 is adapted in one point,
namely
u(x) = cA (d(cA (x)))
and all further changes are consequences of this change. That is, the functions f, g and intervals I0 , I1 , I2 , . . . have to be adapted to this changed
deﬁnition of u. Then there is an approximation Ds to D such that
∀x ∀s [(∀y ≤ x ∀a ∈ B ∩ Iy (ψ(a) ≤ s)) ⇒ (D(x) = Ds (x))]
and therefore D ≤wtt B. Furthermore, the proof that B is hypersimple is
analogous to the one in Theorem 7. The direction B ≤T D can in general
not be saved as D might have a Turing degree which is not enumerable. 
Remark 10. An application of Theorem 7 is that every Turing incomputable H-trivial enumerable Turing degree contains for every enumerable
set A a further enumerable set B ≥wtt A such that B is hypersimple. Here
a set is H-trivial iﬀ there is a constant c such that for every n the preﬁx-free
Kolmogorov complexities H(A(0)A(1) . . . A(n)) and H(n) do not diﬀer by
more than c.
The property given in Theorem 7 is near to being strongly contiguous but
not the same. Note that the property of Theorem 7 is inherited downwards
while being strongly contiguous is not inherited downwards [29], see also [25,
Exercise X.8.15].
But for those enumerable sets whose Turing degree is bounded by a
strongly contiguous enumerable degree, it is easy to see that they are wttreducible to a hypersimple set as well: So, given an enumerable set A which
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is bounded by a strongly contiguous degree, there is a hypersimple set B in
this strongly contiguous degree. Then A ≤wtt B as observed by Odifreddi
[25, Exercise X.8.11].
Say that a wtt degree is noncuppable in the structure of enumerable wtt
degrees if its join with any wtt incomplete enumerable degree is wtt incomplete. In other words, an enumerable set A is noncuppable iﬀ K ≤wtt A
and for all enumerable sets B, K ≤wtt A ⊕ B implies K ≤wtt B. Both
types of wtt degrees exist. For example Sacks Splitting Theorem splits the
halting problem K into two disjoint wtt-incomplete enumerable sets A and
B whose join is wtt-equivalent to K; hence they are wtt cuppable. On the
other hand, it is well-known that noncuppable wtt degrees also exist and indeed, the next result provides such a degree with some interesting additional
properties.
Theorem 11. In the enumerable wtt degrees there is a low noncuppable
degree which is not bounded by any hypersimple degree.
Proof. For the construction one splits the natural numbers into intervals
I0 , I1 , I2 , . . . such that the length of each interval In is an interval of the form
{a, a + 1, . . . , a + (n + 3)2 } for some a. Now a priority construction is done
to satisfy the following requirements:
• Requirement R2e : For the e-th triple (f, g, W ) of a candidate wttreduction with a computable bound function f and an evaluation
function g to an enumerable set W then the requirement tries to
get hold of an interval Ix such that at every stage s it holds that
min(Ix ) > rk,s for all k < 2e, x > e, f is deﬁned and strictly monotonic increasing on 0, 1, 2, . . . , max(Ix ), the values x, x + 1, x + 2,
. . . , f (max(Ix )) are all enumerated into W . If no candidate Ix is
found at stage s, then r2e,s = max{u : u = 1 ∨ u = 1 + rk,s for
some k < s}. If such a candidate Ix is found at stage s, then r2e,s =
max(Ix ) and the next goal is to ﬁnd an y ≤ max(Ix ) with either
A(y) = g(W (0), W (1), . . . , W (f (y))) or g(W (0), W (1), . . . , W (f (y)))
being undeﬁned. This can be satisﬁed by enumerating up to x + 1
elements of Ix into A in order to satisfy this; note that W changes in
the queried region at most x times as x, x + 1, x + 2, . . . , f (max(Ix ))
are already in W when the requirement picks Ix .
• Requirement R2e+1 only updates restraints in order to spread the
intervals out but does not enumerate any elements. It satisﬁes that
s
r2e+1,s is the maximal use of any computation ϕA
i (j) terminating
within time s where i, j ≤ r2e,s .
As all requirements ask only for ﬁnitely many activity, they are satisﬁed
eventually. Note that the search for the interval Ix at requirement R2e
might not terminate if the corresponding set W is not hypersimple; in this
case it just happens that r2e,s will converge to some value larger than the
limit of all rk,s with k < 2e but nothing else will happen.
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Otherwise the corresponding interval Ix will eventually be found due to W
being hypersimple and higher priority requirements moving their restraints
out only ﬁnitely often. As only requirements R2e with e < x access the
interval and as it has (x+2)2 elements, it happens that each of these requirements enumerate up to x + 1 elements of this interval into A and thus there
will still be at least x not yet enumerated elements when requirement R2e
puts its restraint onto Ix . From that time on, there can at most x elements
below f (max(Ix )) be enumerated into W .
So for each stage s where either Ix was selected or an element below x
was enumerated into W , one can ﬁnd a y ∈ Ix − As and then monitor how
g(Ws (0)Ws (1) . . . Ws (f (y))) is behaving on the s-th approximation Ws of
W . If it converges to 0, one makes the computed value false by enumerating
y into A; otherwise one keeps y out of A.
It is easy to see that the requirements R2e+1 enforce that A is low; indeed,
such types of requirements are the standard way to make a set low.
To show that the noncuppability requirements are satisﬁed one can use
Kolmogorov complexity (for background we refer to [11]). Assume that
A ⊕ B is wtt-complete. Then random sets like Chaitin’s Ω are wtt-reducible
to A ⊕ B and thus there is a strictly increasing computable function h such
that C(A(0)B(0)A(1)B(1) . . . A(y)B(y)) > x for all x and all y ≥ h(x)
where C is the plain Kolmogorov complexity. Now it is shown that there is
an other function h̃ such that, for all x,
C(B(0)B(1) . . . B(h̃(h̃(x)))) > x
as well. Thus B is an enumerable and dnr set, hence wtt-complete. So
A joins to K only with wtt-complete enumerable sets B and so A is not
cuppable (within the enumerable wtt-degrees).
Let rk,∞ be the supremum of rk,s over all s. Let h̃(x) = h((2x+c)6 ) where
c, using the Fixed-Point Theorem, is chosen such that c is suﬃciently large,
c satisﬁes c > r0,∞ and c is the index of a function ϕE
c which has on input x
computes E(h̃(h̃(x))) and thus has the use h̃(h̃(x)), independently of what
the set E is. Now let e be the minimal number such that r2e+1,∞ ≥ h̃(x).
By the choice of c and the form of Requirement R2e+1 , one has r2e+1,∞ ≥
h̃(h̃(x)) whenever r2e,∞ ≥ x. Thus one can choose y ∈ {x, h̃(x)} such
3
many stages s
that r2e,∞ ≤ y ≤ h̃(y) ≤ r2e+1,∞ . There are only r2e,∞
in which r2e+1,s+1 > r2e+1,s . After the last of these stages s, A does not
make any further change between r2e,∞ and r2e+1,∞ . So one can describe
A(0)A(1) . . . A(h̃(y)) by y, e and a number a ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , y 3 } such that s
is the a-th member of {t : r2e+1,t+1 > r2e+1,t } and the number b of elements
in A between 0 and y. b is also bounded by y. Hence
C(A(0)A(1) . . . A(h̃(y))) ≤ (y + c)5 ;
C(A(0)B(0)A(1)B(1) . . . A(h̃(y))B(h̃(y))) ≥ (y + c)6 ;
C(B(0)B(1) . . . B(h̃(y))) ≥ 2y + c;
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provided that the constant c had been chosen large enough above (what was
possible). As y ∈ {x, h̃(x)}, it follows that
C(B(0)B(1) . . . B(h̃(h̃(x)))) ≥ x
which again needs that c is suﬃciently large. Altogether, one has that B is
wtt-complete.

A more conventional proof of Theorem 11, a priority tree argument, is possible via a combination of the hypersimple avoidance strategies of [2, 3] and
a wtt adaptation of the noncupping tree strategies of [33].
5. Ershov Hierarchy and Jump-Classes
One starting point for the present paper was the aim of characterising, via
natural criteria, the jump classes of sets in the Ershov hierarchy. Signiﬁcantly, when attempting to extract results corresponding to those for the
ﬁrst level of the hierarchy, it turns out that much more important than the
jump class of the actual set A is the question of which jump classes the
enumerable sets E ≤T A occupy. The following two results lead to characterisations of the sets A in the Ershov hierarchy with respect to the question
of whether they bound a high or a non-low2 enumerable degree. Combining these with recent results concerning isolated 2-enumerable degrees (see
below), they set some surprising limits on the extent to which the work of
Martin and others for the high enumerable degrees can be extended.
Definition 12 (Martin [22]). A set A = {a0 , a1 , a2 , . . .} is dense immune
iﬀ there is no computable function f with f (n) ≥ an for inﬁnitely many n;
a dense simple set is an enumerable set with a dense immune complement
[25, Exercise III.3.9].
Definition 13. A set A is r-cohesive iﬀ for every decidable set B, either
A − B or A ∩ B is ﬁnite. A set is r-maximal iﬀ it is enumerable and has an
r-cohesive complement.
Recall that an introreducible set is a set which is Turing reducible to every
inﬁnite subset of itself. As the next result will essentially need that there are
introreducible sets with an r-maximal but not maximal complement below
any given high enumerable Turing degree, the existence of such sets has to
been proven ﬁrst.
Proposition 14. Let D be an enumerable set of high Turing degree. Then
there is an introreducible set E ≤T D such that E is r-cohesive, E is not
cohesive and E is enumerable.
Proof. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that the function mapping x to the ﬁrst stage s such that Ds (y) = D(y) for all y < x dominates
every computable function. Such a set D is called enumeration-dominant
and it exists in every high enumerable Turing degree [28]. This property is
needed to make sure that the permitting below works as desired and that the
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permission to update the e-state beyond a certain point is given for almost
all markers who require this.
First one splits the natural numbers inductively into intervals I0 , I1 , I2 , . . .
such that I0 = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and In+1 = {max(In ) + 1, max(In ) + 2,
n+2
. . . , max(In ) + 23 }.
Second, the enumeration of the set E will be done with movable markers
m0 , m1 , . . . such that me sits at the beginning on the interval Ie and it might
be updated later, whenever necessary and permitted by D. On each interval
can only sit one marker and it can only move from smaller to larger intervals.
Each marker me is associated with an e-state which is the value d of the
sum

an · 3−n
d = 3e ·
n=0,1,...,e

where a1 , a2 , . . . , ae ∈ {0, 1, 2}. It is said that at the beginning of stage s
the marker me is in the e-state d iﬀ
e+1

• there are exactly 23 −d elements in Ik ∩ Es where Ik is the current
interval on which me sits;
• if n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , e} and an ∈ {1, 2} then ϕn (x) is deﬁned on all values
x ≤ max(Ie ) and ϕn (x) + 1 = an for the x ∈ In ∩ Es .
The co-enumeration process of E is done such that the following constraints
are guaranteed.
• At the beginning of each stage s and for each k < s, some marker
me sits on the interval Ik iﬀ Ik ∩ Es = ∅.
• All intervals Ik with k ≥ s are subsets of Es .
• If me sits on Ik with k < s then me is in some e-state d.
• At stage s, one searches for the lowest interval Ik such that there
is some d ∈ Ds+1 − Ds with d ≤ k permitting the update and the
marker me can increase its e-state by moving to some interval I with
k ≤  ≤ s and enumerating suitably many elements of I into E.
• If such Ik , me are found, so that me moves such that its e-state
takes the highest possible e-state on some corresponding I which
it can obtain there by stage s + 1. If necessary, some elements of
I are enumerated into E. Furthermore, all intervals Ih with h ∈
{k, k + 1, . . . , s} − {} have all their elements enumerated into E by
step s + 1. For t = 1, 2, . . ., the marker me+t is moved to the interval
Is+t in step s.
• If such Ik , me are not found, then no change is done in step s and
the construction directly goes on to stage s + 1.
The main diﬀerence to the construction of a maximal set below D with
moveable markers are the following:
• Intervals Ik are used in place of numbers k and several elements are
kept inside E instead of one in the case of constructing cohesive sets;
nevertheless, whenever the e-state goes up by changing an an from 0
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to 1 or 2, the number of elements to be kept halves so that one can
go for one of the sets {x : ϕn (x) + 1 = 1} and {x : ϕn (x) + 1 = 2}.
• The idea to move all higher markers me+1 , me+2 , . . . is used to make
E introreducible. This idea comes from the construction of a frequency computable maximal set [18, Theorem 4.4]. But these authors have not yet seen this idea in the context of constructing rmaximal co-introreducible sets below a given high enumerable degree.
It is immediate to see that E is enumerable. Furthermore, E ≤T D by
permitting. Also, every marker comes eventually to a rest and E is inﬁnite.
As every interval Ik contains either no or at least 2 elements of E, the
enumerable set
G = {x : ∃k, s (x = min(Es ∩ Iy ))}
and for every k which intersects E, Ik ∩ E ∩ G and Ik ∩ E ∩ G contain both
at least one element. Hence G and G have both an inﬁnite meet with E and
E is not cohesive.
It can be seen as follows that the set E is introreducible. Let F be
an inﬁnite subset of E and let Ik be any interval. Given k, one can ﬁnd
numbers i, j such that k < i < j and F intersects both intervals Ii and
Ij . By construction, E does not change on Ik after stage j as otherwise
either Ii or Ij would be disjoint to E and therefore also disjoint to F . So
E(x) = Ej+1 (x) for all x ∈ Ik . Hence E ≤T F .
The veriﬁcation that E is r-cohesive is similar to the usual methods to
verify that a set constructed with markers going on numbers instead of
intervals is co-maximal. For every rational number q such that inﬁnitely
many markers me end up in an e-state larger than q · 3e+1 , one can deﬁne
for every number k the ﬁrst number s such that either Ik ⊆ Es or there is
an  with k ≤  ≤ s and a marker me on Ik which could in stage s move
onto I in a way that its e-state is afterwards larger than q · 3e+1 . Then
this function is deﬁned on all up to ﬁnitely many numbers k and for all but
ﬁnitely many k there is a stage t > s for the considered s such that D would
permit either permit some marker me sitting on Ik at t to go into an e-stage

larger than q · 3e+1 or Ik ∩ Et = ∅.
Theorem 15. Given natural numbers m, n such that m is even and 1 ≤
n ≤ m, the following three statements are equivalent for every n-enumerable
set A.
(1) There is an enumerable set E ≤T A such that E has high Turing
degree;
(2) There is an m-enumerable and dense immune set in the Turing degree of A;
(3) There is an m-enumerable and r-cohesive set in the Turing degree
of A.
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Proof. (1 ⇒ 2): As there is a high enumerable set below A, there is also
a dense immune set E ≤T A such that E is co-enumerable and retraceable.
Then E is also introreducible as every dense immune set is introreducible.
As E is retraceable, E is not hyperhyperimmune. Thus there is a weak
disjoint array V0 , V1 , V2 , . . . intersecting E. One can create a further array
U0 , U1 , U2 , . . . such that
Ux ⊆ Vx2 ∪ Vx2 +1 ∪ . . . ∪ Vx2 +2x − {0, 1, 2, . . . , x − 1}
and |Ux − E| = 1 for all x. The unique element f (x) ∈ Ux − E can be
computed by some function f ≤T E. The set
B = {f (x) : x ∈ A}
is m-enumerable as m ≥ n and m is even. To see this, let As be an nenumeration of A (which is also an m-enumeration as m ≥ n), Es be a
co-enumeration of E and Ux,s be a uniform enumeration of the Ux .
Now a number u belongs to Bs iﬀ u ∈ Es and there is an x ≤ s with
u ∈ Ux,s ∧ x ∈ As . This x, if it exists, is unique. One can see that the ﬁrst
time u enters B needs that A makes a mind change at x up to stage s as
well. Furthermore, the m-th mind change of A at x is that x goes out of A
as m is even; thus forcing u out of B by enumerating u into the complement
of E can only cause an additional mind change if A has not yet done all its
m mind changes on x; thus B is m-enumerable.
As f ≤T E and E ≤T A, one can check relative to A for each x, y whether
y = f (x). Furthermore, f (x) ≥ x by the choice of the U0 , U1 , . . ., thus y ∈ B
iﬀ there is x ≤ y with x ∈ A and y = f (x). Hence B ≤T A.
As E is introreducible and B an inﬁnite subset of E, E ≤T B and f ≤T B.
As A(x) = B(f (x)) for all x, A ≤T B.
(1 ⇒ 3): Let E ≤T A be a set which is introreducible, r-cohesive, not
cohesive and co-enumerable. This set exists by Proposition 14. But then E
is not hyperhyperimmune, as every r-maximal hyperhypersimple set is maximal [31, Proposition X.4.5]. Thus there is a weak disjoint array intersecting
E and one can construct a further weak array U0 , U1 , U2 , . . . in the same way
as in the part (1 ⇒ 2). Again there is f ≤T E such that {f (x)} = Ux ∩ E
and f (x) ≥ x for all x. Now the set
C = {f (x) : x ∈ A}
is r-cohesive as it is a subset of an r-cohesive set. One can argue as in the
part (1 ⇒ 2) that C ≡T A and C is m-enumerable.
(2 ⇒ 1): Assume now that A is Turing equivalent to a dense immune set
B and let k be the least number such that B is k-enumerable. Now let f be
a one-to-one function such that the range of f contains exactly those x on
which the k-approximation of B makes at least k − 1 mind changes. Note
that the intersection of B and the range of f is inﬁnite; indeed f (y) ∈ B iﬀ
B changes on f (y) its mind k − 1 but not k times. Let
E = {y : f (y) ∈
/ B}.
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This set is enumerable. Consider any computable function g and any x. If
{e ∈
/ E : e ≤ g(x)} has at least x elements, then {b ∈ B : b ≤ max{f (y) :
y ≤ g(x)}} has also at least x elements. But as B is dense immune, this
happens only for ﬁnitely many x. Hence E is dense simple. As the Turing
degree of a dense simple set is high, A bounds a high enumerable set.
(3 ⇒ 1): The ﬁrst part is parallel to (2 ⇒ 1). Assume now that A is
Turing equivalent to a r-cohesive set C in the Ershov hierarchy and let k
be the least number such that C is k-enumerable. Now let f be a one-toone function such that the range of f contains exactly those x on which
the k-approximation of C makes at least k − 1 mind changes. Note that
the intersection of C and the range of f is inﬁnite; indeed f (y) ∈ C iﬀ
C changes on f (y) its mind k − 1 but not k times. Now consider the set
E = {y : f (y) ∈
/ C}. This set is enumerable. If the set E has high Turing
degree, then the proof would be completed.
So, for the remaining part of the proof, assume by way of contradiction
that E does not have high Turing degree. Let E0 , E1 , E2 , . . . be an eﬀective
enumeration of E and let e0 , e1 , e2 , . . . be the complement of E in ascending
order. Since E is not high, there is a computable and increasing function g
such that, for inﬁnitely many x,
(2)

g(x) > e10x and E(y) = Eg(x) (y) for all y ≤ e10x .

Let x ∼ x denote that there are y, y  ≤ z where z = max{g(x), g(x )},
/ Ez , y  ∈
/ Ez but u ∈ Ez for all u with min{y, y  } <
f (y) = x, f (y  ) = x , y ∈

u < max{y, y }. Now deﬁne the following set D by

1 − D(w) for the largest w < v with v ∼ w;
D(v) =
0
if there is no such w.
The set D is decidable as the functions f, g and the relation ∼ are computable.
Given any lower bound b, there is an x > b such that x satisﬁes Condition (2). There is then an y < 10x − 3 such that
x < min{f (ey ), f (ey+1 ), f (ey+2 ), f (ey+3 )}.
Note that f (ey ) ∼ f (ey+1 ) ∼ f (ey+2 ) ∼ f (ey+3 ) by Condition (2). Let v =
max{f( ey+1 ), f (ey+2 )}. Then the w in the case distinction for the deﬁnition
of v exists and is an element of {f (ey ), f (ey+1 ), f (ey+2 ), f (ey+3 )} − {v}. It
follows that D(v) is diﬀerent from D(w). As f (e0 ), f (e1 ), f (e2 ), . . . ∈ C,
one gets the desired contradiction: Above every bound b there are v, w ∈ C
with D(v) = D(w). This contradicts to the assumption that C is r-cohesive.
As a consequence, E must in the above case be high and A bounds a high
enumerable set.

A parallel result can be obtained in an attempt to characterise the low2
degrees. Here again, the characterisation does not give those n-enumerable
degrees which are low2 but those which bound only low2 enumerable degrees.
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Theorem 16. Let A be a set in the Ershov hierarchy. Then the following
are equivalent:
(1) Every enumerable set B ≤T A is low2 ;
(2) For every n and every B ≡T A which is n-enumerable there are
maximal sets M, N with M ⊆ B ⊆ N .
Proof. Assume that there is an enumerable set B ≤T A which is not low2 .
Soare [31, Theorem XI.4.1] gives the proof of a theorem of Shoenﬁeld by
showing that Dekker’s deﬁciency set E of B has no maximal superset. This
set E has a retraceable complement {e0 , e1 , e2 , . . .}; in particular, the mapping en → n has a total computable extension. Now the set
EA = {en : n ∈ A} ∪ E
is in Ershov’s diﬀerence hierarchy, Turing equivalent to A and has no maximal superset.
For the other direction, assume that all enumerable sets below A are low2 .
Now let B ≡T A be given and let n be the least number such that B is nenumerable; n > 1 since otherwise there is nothing to prove by Lachlan’s
result [31, Theorem XI.5.1]. There is a one-to-one computable function f
such that its range contains all x on which some ﬁxed n-approximation to
B changes its mind at least n − 1 times. The set
E = {y : the approximation to B changes on f (y) its mind n times}
is enumerable, Turing reducible to A and thus low2 . Thus E has a maximal
superset U . The set {f (u) : u ∈
/ U } is cohesive and 2-enumerable: a suitable
approximation is 0 on any x until a y with f (y) = x is found. Then the
approximation goes to 1 and returns to 0 iﬀ y is enumerated into U . By
Theorem 5, the set U is the complement of a maximal set N . Furthermore,
the set of all x where the n-approximation of B makes n mind changes is
enumerable and thus has a co-maximal subset, let M be the complement of
this subset. Then M ⊆ B ⊆ N in the case that n is odd and N ⊆ B ⊆ M
in the case that n is even.

Ishmukhametov and Wu [16] have shown that there is a high properly 2enumerable degree such that all enumerable degrees bounded by it are low.
Indeed, this degree is even isolated in the terminology of Cooper and Yi
[8] as there is a largest enumerable degree below it which is low. Then, by
Theorems 15 and 16, this degree, although high, behaves as it would low2 .
Thus, this degree witnesses that condition (1) in Theorems 15 and 16 has
indeed to refer to the enumerable degrees below A and not to the degree of
A itself. This is formalized in the following corollary.
Corollary 17. There exists a high 2-enumerable degree which contains no
dense immune or r-cohesive n-enumerable set for any n. Furthermore, for
every n and every n-enumerable set B in this degree there are maximal sets
M, N with M ⊆ B ⊆ N .
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Theorem 5 states that every cohesive set in the Ershov hierarchy is actually
co-enumerable. The next result shows that, in contrast to this, r-cohesive
sets in the Ershov hierarchy can have proper 2-enumerable degree.
Corollary 18. There exist high properly 2-enumerable degrees which contain
both, an 2-enumerable dense-immune and a 2-enumerable r-cohesive set.
Proof. For instance, one can use the Cooper-Lempp-Watson Density Theorem [7] to get properly 2-enumerable degrees which bound high enumerable
degrees. Then the result follows from Martin’s Theorem [23] and Theorem 15
above.
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